Referral program
• Purchase a SPYPOINT cellular trail camera from the LINK series:
LINK-S, LINK-DARK, LINK-EVO, or LINK-MICRO

• Envelope must be postmarked no later than 90
days after receiving the promo code
• Rebate not valid in combination with
any other SPYPOINT promotion or offer

• Valid barcodes:
LINK-S:
887157019198
LINK-DARK:
887157019174
LINK-EVO:
887157019181
LINK-MICRO: 887157019037

• Send this coupon along with the original UPC
barcode cut from the package and a copy of
your sale’s receipt with all purchases to:
GG TÉLÉCOM / SPYPOINT - Referral Program
330 de la Jacques-Cartier, Victoriaville, QC, G6T 1Y3

Name:

Address:

Phone:

City:

Email:

Province:

Postal code:

Promo code:

CAM _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
All rebate requests must be postmarked no later than 90 days after
receiving the promo code. Offer valid on new products only.
Duplicate or invalid requests will not be honored or returned. The offer
is not valid if combined with another offer. Void where prohibited, taxed
or otherwise restricted. SPYPOINT is not responsible for late, lost, misdirected mail and/or orders. Please allow 90 days for processing.
Applicable on the purchase of SPYPOINT LINK series cellular trail
cameras. A limit of one discount per product applies. All of the above
information must be provided. To qualify, the customer has to send the
postal rebate along with the original or photocopied receipt. The receipt
must be printed

electronically. Handwritten receipts will not be accepted. The customer
must also attach the barcode previously cut from the box of the new product along with the rebate. Please keep a copy of all rebate offer materials
for your records.
SPYPOINT reserves the right to change the terms of the postal discount
without notice. The products on offer may be changed at any time depending on availability. The acceptance of the postal rebate cannot be cancelled
by the customer. SPYPOINT respects the privacy rights and the information
received will not be used for any other purpose.
For any concern, please contact the SPYPOINT consumer care or visit our
website: www.spypoint.com | sales@spypoint.com | 1 888 779-7646

Fill in the coupon with your contact information

Keep a copy of all the above for your records

Include your receipt (original or photocopy)

Send the envelope to:
GG TÉLÉCOM/SPYPOINT - Referral Program
330 de la Jacques-Cartier, Victoriaville, QC, G6T 1Y3

Cut the barcode from the box of the new product
and include it in the envelope

Enter provided promo code
Terms and conditions of the SPYPOINT Referral Program. SPYPOINT reserves the right, at any time and at its own discretion, to amend, cancel or suspend this program or any of its provisions without notice. The
referrer may not refer another person without first obtaining that person’s permission. There is no limit to the number of people who can be referred. The name of the referrer will be included in the email sent to the
referee. The personal data of the referee will not be stored. The customer has 90 days to use their promo code after receiving it. The postal rebate applies only to the purchase of an additional SPYPOINT camera from
an authorized retailer. The postal rebate will be dispatched within 90 days once the promotion has been activated.* The camera must still be active when SPYPOINT issues the postal rebate. The camera must not have
been returned to the store or sold, amongst others. SPYPOINT reserves the right, at its sole and absolute discretion, and for any reason whatsoever, to refuse any reference request. *We are not responsible for any
omissions or errors made by customers in the course of completing forms required for this purpose. *We are not responsible for lost and/or late shipments due to shipping services or their processes.
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